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The Art of Speed Reading People: How to Size People Up and Speak Their Language--Paul D. Tieger & Barbara Barron-Tieger

Body Language 101: The Ultimate Guide to Knowing When People Are Lying, How They Are Feeling, What They Are Thinking, and More--David Lambert

Body Language: A Guide for Professionals--Hedwig Lewis

Body Language at Work (Overcoming Common Problems)--Mary Hartley

Body Language at Work: Read Signs and Make the Right Moves--Peter Clayton

Body Language in the Workplace--Julius Fast

Body Language for Dummies--Elizabeth Kuhnke

Body Language on the Job--Patrick W. Miller

The Body Language Phrasebook: 500 Ways to Read the Signs--Nick Marshallsay

Bodytalk at Work: How to Use Effective Body Language to Boost Your Career—Judi James

Body Language--Susan Quilliam

Embodied Communication in Humans and Machines--Guenther Knoblich, Manuela Lenzen, and Ipke Wachsmuth
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Gestures: The Do's and Taboos of Body Language Around the World--Roger E. Axtell
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I Can Read You Like a Book: How to Spot the Messages and Emotions People Are Really Sending With Their Body Language--Gregory Hartley and Maryann Karinch

Intercultural Communication and Body Language--Johannes Galli

Listening to Bodies--Suzanne Zeman

Read People Deeper: Body Language + Face Reading + Auras--Rose Rosetree

Relationship of Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication--Mary Ritchie Key

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Body Language--Peter Andersen

The Definitive Book of Body Language--Barbara Pease and Allan Pease

The Nonverbal Advantage: Secrets & Science of Body Language at Work—Carol Kinsey Goman

The Power of Body Language: How to Succeed in Every Business and Social Encounter--Tonya Reiman

The Secret Language of Business: How to Read Anyone in 3 Seconds or Less--Kevin Hogan

The Secret Language of Success: Using Body Language to Get What You Want--David Lewis

Sending With Their Body Language--Gregory Hartley and Maryann Karinch

Signals: How to Use Body Language for Power, Success, and Love--Allan Pease

Strictly Business: Body Language--Using Nonverbal Communication for Power and Success--Jan Hargrave

Understanding Body Language--Geoff Ribbens and Richard Thompson

Understanding Body Language--Jane Lyle

Walking Your Talk: Changing Your Life Through the Magic of Body Language--Lavinia Plonka

Watch It!--Godfrey Harris
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What Every BODY is Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent's Guide to Speed-Reading People--Joe Navarro and Marvin Karlins

You Can Read Anyone--David J. Lieberman
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A Currency of Hope—Debtors Anonymous

Addicted to Shopping and Other Issues Women Have with Money--Karen O'Connor

Attention Shoppers! The Woman's Guide to Enlightenment Through Shopping—Eve Eliot

Biting the Hand That Feeds: The Employee Theft Epidemic--Terrence Shulman

Born to Spend: How to Overcome Compulsive Spending--Gloria Arenson

Bought Out and Spent: Recovery from Compulsive Shopping and Spending—Terrence Shulman

Brain Lock: Free Yourself from Obsessive-Compulsive Behavior--Jeffrey M. Schwartz and Beverly Beyette


Can't Buy Me Love: Freedom from Compulsive Spending and Money Obsession--Sally Coleman

Carried Away: The Invention of Modern Shopping--Rachel Bowlby

Consuming Passions: Help for Compulsive Shoppers--Ellen Mohr Catalano and Nina Sonenberg

I Shop Therefore I Am: Compulsive Buying & the Search for Self--April Lane Benson

Serious Shopping- Adrienne Baker

I Want That! How We All Became Shoppers--Thomas Hine

Not Buying It: My Year Without Shopping--Judith Levine
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Shopping, Place and Identity--Daniel Miller
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Spent: Break the Buying Obsession and Discover Your True Worth--Sally Palaian
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Willpower's Not Enough: Recovering from Addictions of Every Kind--Arnold M. Washton

Women Who Shop Too Much: Overcoming the Urge to Splurge--Carolyn Wesson
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Analysis of the Self: Systematic Approach to Treatment of Narcissistic Personality Disorder--Heinz Kohut

Children of Paradise--Lee Hausner
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Narcissism--Alexander Lowen

Narcissism--Jeremy Holmes

Narcissism and Character Transformation: The Psychology of Narcissistic Character Disorders--Schwartz-Salant

Narcissism and Intimacy: Love and Marriage in an Age of Confusion--Marion F. Solomon

Shame: The Underside of Narcissism--Andrew Morrison

Trapped in the Mirror--Elan Golomb

The Wizard of Oz and Other Narcissists: Coping with the One Way Relationship in Work, Love and Family--Eleanor D. Payson
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Antisocial Behavior: Personality Disorders from Hostility to Homicide--Benjamin B. Wolman

The Antisocial Personalities--David T. Lykken

Aspects of a Psychopath--Alistair Langston

Bad Boys, Bad Men: Confronting Antisocial Personality Disorder--Donald W. Black and C. Lindon Larson

Diagnosis and Treatment of Sociopaths and Clients with Sociopathic Traits--Debra Beneveniste

Emotional Vampires: Dealing With People Who Drain You Dry--Albert Bernstein

The Emptied Soul: On the Nature of the Psychopath--Adolf Guggenbuhl-Craig

In Sheep’s Clothing: Understanding and Dealing with Manipulative People--George K. Simmon Jr.

The Mark of Cain: Psychoanalytic Insight and the Psychopath--J. Reid Meloy

The Pocket Psycho: Tricks, Tips and Advice from the Bestselling Working with Monsters to Help Identify and Protect Yourself from the Workplace Psychopath--John Clarke

Portrait of the Psychopath as a Young Woman--Edward Lee and Elizabeth Steffen

Power Freaks: Dealing With Them in the Workplace or Anyplace--David Weiner

The Psychopath: Emotion and the Brain--James Blair

Psychopaths in Everyday Life: Social Distress in the Age of Misinformation--Robert W. Rieber

The Psychopathy of Everyday Life: How Antisocial Personality Disorder Affects All of Us--Martin Kantor

Snakes in Suits: When Psychopaths Go to Work--Paul Babiak and Robert D. Hare

The Sociopath Next Door--Martha Stout

Thinking about Psychopaths and Psychopathy: Answers to Frequently Asked Questions with Case Examples--Ellsworth Lapham Fersch
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Unmasking the Psychopath: Antisocial Personality and Related Symptoms--
William H. Reid

Without Conscience: The Disturbing World of the Psychopaths Among Us--
Robert D. Hare

Working With Monsters: How to Identify and Protect Yourself from the
Workplace Psychopath--John Clarke
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Confronting Your Spouse's Pornography Problem-- Rory C. Reid and Dan Gray


Hope After Betrayal: Healing When Sexual Addiction Invades Your Marriage--Meg Wilson

I Surrender All: Rebuilding a Marriage Broken by Pornography--Clay Crosse

In The Shadows of The Net: Breaking Free from Compulsive Online Sexual Behavior—Patrick Carnes, David L. Delmonico, Elizabeth Griffin, and Joseph Moriarity

Managing the Madness: From Addictions to Devotions--Revel Dawson

Out of the Shadows: Understanding Sexual Addiction--Patrick J. Carnes

Porn Nation: Conquering America's #1 Addiction—Michael Leahy

Pornography: Slaying the Dragon--David Powlison

Stop Online Porn Addiction: Get the Will Power to Conquer Online Pornography--(Subliminal CD)--Mind Design Unlimited

The Drug of the New Millennium: The Brain Science Behind Internet Pornography Use--Mark B. Kastleman

The Drug of the New Millennium: The Science of How Internet Pornography Radically Alters the Human Brain and Body--Mark B Kastleman

The Porn Trap: The Essential Guide to Overcoming Problems Caused by Pornography--Wendy Maltz and Larry Maltz

Untangling the Web: Sex, Porn, & Fantasy Obsession in the Internet Age--
Robert Weiss
SEX AND LOVE ADDICTION BIBLIOGRAPHY

Addiction to Love: Overcoming Obsession and Dependency in Relationships—Susan Peabody

Beyond Co-Dependency--Melodie Beattie

Co-Dependent No More--Melodie Beattie

Escape from Intimacy: Untangling the Love Addictions: Sex, Romance, Relationships--Anne Schaef

Facing Love Addiction: Giving Yourself the Power to Change the Way You Love--Pia Mellody

Is It Love or is It Addiction?--Brenda Schaeffer

How to Break Your Addiction to a Person--Howard Halpern

Leaving the Enchanted Forest: The Path from Relationship Addiction to Intimacy--Stephanie Covington and Liana Beckett

Looking for Love in All the Wrong Places: Overcoming Romantic and Sexual Addictions--Jed Diamond

Love and Addiction--Stanton Peele

The Love Trap: Breaking Free from Love Addiction--Annie Bennett

Obsessive Love: When Passion Holds You Prisoner--Susan Forward

Women Who Love Too Much--Robin Norwood--Robin Norwood
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Anorexia and Bulimia: A Nutritional Approach to the Deadly Eating Disorders--Alexander Schauss and Carolyn Costin

Beyond the Looking Glass: Daily Devotions for Overcoming Anorexia and Bulimia (Serenity Meditation Series)--Remuda Ranch


Cognitive Behavior Therapy and Eating Disorders—Christopher G. Fairburn

Dear Anorexia and Bulimia--Trish King

Dying to Be Thin: Understanding and Defeating Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia: A Practical, Lifesaving Guide--Ira M. Sacker and Marc A. Zimmer

Eating Disorders, Anorexia, Bulimia, Causes, Symptoms, Signs, Diagnosis and Treatments--National Institute of Mental Health, National Institutes of Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and S. Smith

Eating Disorders--Pamela K. Keel

Empty: A Story of Anorexia--Christie Pettit

Free Yourself From Anorexia and Bulimia: An Autobiographical Self-help Journey--Debra Mittler

Help Your Teenager Beat an Eating Disorder--James Lock and Daniel le Grange

It’s Not About the Weight: Attacking Eating Disorders from the Inside Out--Susan Mendelsohn

Perfect Illusions: Eating Disorders and the Family (DVD)--Enrique Cerna, Marya Hornbacher, and Lauren Hutton

Psychodynamic Treatment of Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia--Craig L. Johnson

Severe and Enduring Eating Disorder (SEED): Management of Complex Presentations of Anorexia and Bulimia Nervosa--Paul Robinson

Take Charge of Your Child's Eating Disorder: A Physician's Step by Step Guide to Defeating Anorexia and Bulimia--Pamela Carlton and Deborah Ashin

Talking to Eating Disorders: Simple Ways to Support Someone With Anorexia, Bulimia, Binge Eating, Or Body Image Issues--Jeanne Albronda Heaton and Claudia Strauss
ANOREXIA AND BULIMIA BIBLIOGRAPHY (CON’T)

The Eating Disorders Sourcebook: A Comprehensive Guide to the Causes, Treatments, and Prevention of Eating Disorders--Carolyn Costin

The Guaranteed Cure: A Case of Bulimia/Anorexia--Jay Haley

The Secret Language of Eating Disorders: How You Can Understand and Work to Cure Anorexia and Bulimia--Peggy Claude-Pierre

Theory and Treatment of Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia: Biomedical, Sociocultural and Psychological Perspectives--Steven Wiley Emmett

Understanding Eating Disorders: Conceptual and Ethical Issues in the Treatment of Anorexia and Bulimia Nervosa (Issues in Biomedical Ethics)--Simona Giordano

Wasted: A Memoir of Anorexia and Bulimia--Marya Hornbacher

What's Eating You? A Workbook for Teens with Anorexia, Bulimia, & Other Eating Disorders--Tammy Nelson

When Dieting Becomes Dangerous: A Guide to Understanding and Treating Anorexia and Bulimia--Deborah M. Michel and Susan G. Willard
12 Secrets for Manifesting Your Vision, Inspiration & Purpose--Richard Bellemy

366 Encouragements for Prosperity--Yvonne Kaye

A Course in Miracles--Foundation of Inner Peace

A Gradual Awakening--Stephen Levine

Abundance and Prosperity: The Skill--The Lazaris Material (Tapes)--Lazaris

Affirmations; Sixth Sense; The Force--Stuart Wilde; and any books by Stuart Wilde

Being: How to Increase Your Awareness of Oneness--Lee Coit

Care of the Soul--Thomas Moore

Chakra Clearing: Awakening Your Spiritual Power--Doreen Virtue

Changing Your Destiny--Mary Orser

Chaos in Wonderland: Visual Adventures--Clifford A. Pickover

Conversations with God: Books I, II, and III; Communion with God--Neale Donald Walsch

Creating True Prosperity; Creative Visualization--Shakti Gwain

Do What You Love, The Money Will Follow--Marsha Sinetar

Don’t Worry Make Money--Richard Carlson

Earth Light: The Ancient Path to Transformation--R. J. Stewart

Essential Spirituality--Roger Walsh

Faith, Love and Hope: An Inspirational Treasury of Quotations; Simple Wisdom--Running Press

Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway--Susan Jeffers

Guided Imagery--Larry Moen

Handle With Prayer--Alan Cohen

Hands of Light--Barbara An Brennan
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Healing and Regeneration Through Color and Music--Corinne Heline

Healing Essence--Mitchell Gaynor

Healing Visualization--Gerald Epstein

Healing Yourself--Martin Rossman

How to Know God; The Path To Love; Secrets of Abundance--Deepak Chopra; all of his books

How to Win Friends and Influence People--Dale Carnegie

How You Can Use the Technique of Creative Imagination--Roy Eugene Davis

I Am Infinitely Abundant (Tapes); I Am Prosperous (Tape)--Image Dynamics

Illusions--Richard Bach

Imagery in Healing--Jeanne Achterberg

Imaginology--Leland Frederick Cooley

Inventing the Future: Advances in Imagery--Marilee Zdenek

Journal to the Self: 22 Paths to Personal Growth--Kathleen Adams

Love Made Visible--Patrick H. Dean

Love Your Body – The Mental Causes for Physical Illness; You Can Heal Your Life--Louise Hay

Love, Medicine, and Miracles--Bernie Siegel

Master Minding: The Way to Success and Happiness; The Secret Power of Serendipity The Master Mind Principle (Tapes)--Jack Boland

Mental Training (Tapes)--Arnold A. Lazarus

Mind Power: Getting What You Want Through--Bernie Zilbergeld

Mind, Fantasy & Healing--Alice Hopper Epstein

Money Love--Jerry Gillies
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Money, Money, Money, Money, Money--Jon Milton Fogg

Multiple Streams of Internet Income--Robert G. Allen

Overcoming The Fear of Success--Martha Friedman

Power Healing-- Leo Galland

Practical Guide to Creative Visualization: Proven Techniques to Shape Your Destiny--Melita Denning

Psychic Self Defense and Well-Being--Melita Denning & Osborne Phillips

Psychocybernetics--Maxwell Maltz

Reclaiming the Inner Child--Jeremiah Abrams

Sacred Contracts-Why People Don’t Heal and How They Can--Anatomy of the Spirit--Self-Esteem: Your Fundamental Power--The Seven Stages of Power and Healing--Caroline Myss and any books by her

Secrets of Creative Visualization--Philip Cooper

Setting the Seen: Creative Visualization for Healing--Alan Cohen

Seven Paths to God--Joan Borysenko

Sizing Up Science--R. Houwink

Staying Well with Guided Imagery; Your Sixth Sense--Belleruth Naparstek

Success After 40: Late Bloomers Who Made It Big--Allan Zullo and Bill Hartigan

Take Effective Control of Your Life--William Glasser

The Celestine Prophecy--James Redfield; and any books by James Redfield

The DNA of Success--Jack Zufelt

The Game of Life and How to Play It; The Power of the Spoken Word--Florence Scovel Shinn

The Golden Key; The Seven Main Aspects of God--Emmet Fox

The Greatest Networker in the World--John Milton Fogg
The Instant Millionaire: A Tale of Wisdom and Health --Mark Fisher

The Laws of Success; Scientific Healing Affirmation--Paramahansa Yoganda

The Laws of Success; The Master Keys to Riches; Think & Grow Rich--Napolean Hill and any and all books by him

The Magic of Believing--Claude Bristol; and any books by him

The Manifestation Process; 10 Steps to the Fulfillment of Your Desire, The Meditation Book; The Abundance Book--John Randolph Price

The Other Voice--Brent Haskell

The Power of Intention; Wisdom of the Ages--Wayne Dyer

The Power of Now--Eckhart Tolle

The Power of Positive Thinking--Norman Vincent Peale; any books by him

The Prosperity Secrets of the Ages--Catherine Ponder; any books by her

The Road Less Traveled--M. Scott Peck

The Scientific Image: From Cave to Computer--Harry Robin

The Search For The Beloved--Jean Houston

The Seat of the Soul; Soul Stories--Gary Zukav

The Tao of Inner Peace--Diane Dreher

The Tao of Practice--George Leonard

The World of Serendipity--Marcus Bach

The World of the Imagination--Eva T. H. Brann

Visualization: Directing the Inner Movies of Your Mind--Adelaide Bry

Wishcraft: How to Get What You Really Want--Barbara Sher and Annie Gottlieb

You Can Have It All--Arnold Parent

You Can’t Afford the Luxury of a Negative Thought--Peter McWilliams
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You, Too, Can Be Prosperous--Robert A. Russell

Your Erroneous Zones; You’ll See It When You Believe It--Wayne Dyer; and any books by him

Your Marvelous Mind--Larry Kettelkamp
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Caught in the Net: How to Recognize the Signs of Internet Addiction—and a Winning Strategy for Recovery—Kimberly S. Young

Computer Addiction Pb: A Study Of Computer Dependency—Margaret A. Shotton

Eyes Online: Eyes On Life: A Journey Out of Online Obsession—Jan Kern

Healing Addiction Series: Managing TV and Computer Addiction—Elizabeth Bohorquez

Hidden Dangers of the Internet—Gregory L. Jantz

High on Technology: Computer Addiction And Cultural Regulation—Lori Reed

Hooked on the Net—Andrew Careaga

How To Beat Computer and Video Game Addiction: Video Game Addiction Can Destroy a Life Just as Easily as a Drug—Quick Easy Guides

iBrain: Surviving the Technological Alteration of the Modern Mind—Gary Small and Gigi Vorgan

Netaholics: The Creation of a Pathology—Carla G. Surratt

Real Solutions for Overcoming Internet Addictions—Stephen O. Watters

Tangled in the Web: Understanding Cybersex from Fantasy to Addiction—Kimberly S. Young

The Multiplicities of Internet Addiction—Nicola F. Johnson

The Psychology of Netaholics—Carla G. Suratt

The Psychology of the Internet—Patricia Wallace

The Soft Addiction Solution—Judith Wright


Virtual Survival: Staying Healthy on the Internet—Walter I. Zeichner,
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Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking--Malcolm Gladwell

Covert Persuasion: Psychological Tactics and Tricks to Win the Game--Kevin Hogan and James Speakman

Email Power: How to Get What You Want from Every Email You Send--Steven Griffith

From Panic to Power – Lucinda Bassett

Get Anyone to Do Anything: Never Feel Powerless Again--With Psychological Secrets to Control and Influence Every Situation--David Lieberman

Get Out of Your Way: Unlocking the Power of Your Mind to Get What You Want--Layton Park

Get Your Power Back: Find and Remove the Underlying Conditions That Destroy Love and Sabotage your Life--Bill Ferguson

Girls Guide to Power and Success--Susan Wilson

How People Get Power--Si Kahn

How to Use Power Phrases to Say What You Mean, Mean What you Say, and Get What You Want--Meryl Runion

Influence: The Power to Change Anything--Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, David Maxfield, and Ron McMillan

Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion--Robert B. Cialdini

Million Dollar Habits: Proven Power Practices to Double or Triple Your Income--Brian Tracy

Oomph Power!: How to Get Re-energized for Outrageous Success--Susan Miller

Power--Steven Lukes

Power and Innocence--Rollo May

Power and The Structure of Society--James Coleman
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Power is the Great Motivator--David McClellad and David Burnham

Power: How to Get It, How to Use It--Michael Korda

Power of Passion--Achieve Your Own Everests--Alan and Jamie Clarke Hobson

Power Speak: Engage, Inspire, and Stimulate your Audience--Dorothy Leeds and Kristen Mohn

Power Thoughts: Achieve Your True Potential Through Power Thinking--Robert Shuller

Power to Get Wealth--John P. Kelly, Paul Costa, and Lynn Kishaba

Power Tools for Women: Plugging into the Essential Skills for Work and Life—Joni Daniels

Power vs. Force: The Hidden Determinants of Human Behavior--David Hawkins

Practicing the Power of Now: Essential Teachings, Meditations, and Exercises from The Power of Now--Eckhart Tolle

Rules of the Game--Neil Strauss

Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions--Gary Klein

The 48 Laws of Power--Robert Greene

The Art of Power--Thich Nhat Hanh

The Essential Laws of Fearless Living : Find the Power to Never Feel Powerless Again--Guy Finely and Ellen Dickstein

The Power of Intention: Learning to Co-Create Your World Your Way--Wayne Dyer

The Power of Nice: How to Conquer the Business World with Kindness--Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval

The Power of Personal Accountability: Achieve What Matters to You--Mark Samuel and Sophie Chiche

The Power of Positive Thinking--Norman Peale

The Power of Small: How Little Things Make all the Difference--Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval
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The Power to Achieve: 10 Steps to Great Results--Allan Cox

The Power of Who: You Already Know Everyone You Need to Know--Bob Beaudine

The Power to Get In--Michael Boylan

The Power to Get What You Want Out of Life--Frank Kostyu

True Power: Get It, Use It, Share It--Linda Larsen


Oomph Power!: How to Get Re-energized for Outrageous Success--Susan Miller

Power and Innocence--Rollo May

Power and The Structure of Society--James Coleman


Power is the Great Motivator--David McClellad and David Burnham

Power: How to Get It, How to Use It--Michael Korda

Power of Passion--Achieve Your Own Everests--Alan and Jamie Clarke Hobson

Power Speak: Engage, Inspire, and Stimulate your Audience--Dorothy Leeds and Kristen Mohn

Power Thoughts: Achieve Your True Potential Through Power Thinking--Robert Shuller

Power to Get Wealth--John P. Kelly, Paul Costa, and Lynn Kishaba

Power Tools for Women: Plugging into the Essential Skills for Work and Life--Joni Daniels

Power vs. Force: The Hidden Determinants of Human Behavior--David Hawkins

Practicing the Power of Now: Essential Teachings, Meditations, and Exercises from The Power of Now--Eckhart Tolle
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Rules of the Game--Neil Strauss

Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions--Gary Klein

The 48 Laws of Power--Robert Greene

The Art of Power--Thich Nhat Hanh

The Essential Laws of Fearless Living : Find the Power to Never Feel Powerless Again--Guy Finely and Ellen Dickstein

The Power of Intention: Learning to Co-Create Your World Your Way--Wayne Dyer

The Power of Nice: How to Conquer the Business World with Kindness--Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval

The Power of Personal Accountability: Achieve What Matters to You--Mark Samuel and Sophie Chiche

The Power of Positive Thinking--Norman Peale

The Power of Small: How Little Things Make all the Difference--Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval

The Power to Achieve: 10 Steps to Great Results--Allan Cox

The Power of Who: You Already Know Everyone You Need to Know--Bob Beaudine

The Power to Get In--Michael Boylan

The Power to Get What You Want Out of Life--Frank Kostyu

True Power: Get It, Use It, Share It--Linda Larsen
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